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Chartered July 4, 1929 – Now In Our 89th Year

Tonight – Monday, April 30
Rotarians Helping AFAC
Eight Rotarians will be helping AFAC
package food for distribution to its clients.
7:00 – 8:30 PM at AFAC’s warehouse.

Wednesday, May 1
NO Pinzimini Happy Hour
Instead Attend the May 9 Event
(see “Other Upcoming Events”)

Thursday, May 3 –MIDDAY MEETING
Art Hauptman
“Restaurants In Arlington”
Arthur M. Hauptman has been an independent public policy consultant since
1981, specializing in higher education finance issues. He has consulted and
written extensively on policies regarding student financial aid, fee-setting, and the
public funding of higher education in the U.S. and in more than two dozen
countries around the world. A consistent theme of his work is that higher
education public policies are most effective when funding, fees, and financial aid
are linked systematically.
Today, Mr. Hauptman will share with us some experiences and impressions from
his “other life” as a restaurateur and the owner of two Arlington restaurants:
Cassatt's Kiwi Café, which he established in 2002 after his family lived in New Zealand for a year; and
Bistro 360 in Rosslyn which he started in 2014, which serves great food and drink from cuisines
around the world. Art has lived in Arlington for more than forty years. He earned a BA in Economics
from Swarthmore College in 1972 and a MBA from Stanford University in 1976.

Last Week
Chalisa Bracken of LeaderBoost LLC described how she
applies her broad experience in leadership and sales by
helping companies and organizations build teamwork
using The Leadership Game. Chalisa is one of only a few
hundred people in the world certified to facilitate this
game.

